
COMING TOGETHER ON THE JOURNEY
TO END PARKINSON'S

What if everyone could combine forces to stop a neurological disorder
that affects nearly 10 million people worldwide? That's Jim
McNasby's dream for Parkinson's disease. And, because he lives with
the condition himself (our Infinity Deep Brain Stimulation system
helps him navigate it day by day), he knows how special it would be to
see this dream come true. The good news is that McNasby and his
employer, the Michael J. Fox Foundation, are taking important steps
forward with the National Plan to End Parkinson's Act. 

FOLLOW JIM'S JOURNEY

ON THE EDGE ...
Recently, in Boston and London, thousands of runners set their
minds to finishing a marathon. Inspired by their mental grit, we
offer this trivia question:

How many laps around a standard track add up to 26.2 miles?

SCROLL TO THE NEXT BLUE BOX FOR THE ANSWER

3 WAYS BIOWEARABLES MOVE BEYOND
TODAY'S FITNESS AND HEALTH TRACKERS
They measure key biomarkers in real time, giving us powerful health
data to act on.

READ MORE

DBS CHANGED HIS LIFE. NOW, HE'S CHANGING
OTHERS.
As Carl Cannon works to better his community, deep brain stimulation
works to keep him at his best.

READ MORE

HEALTH INNOVATION AND REAL MADRID: A
WINNING TEAM
The Abbott-Real Madrid Innovation Lab opens the door to exploring the
future of athlete health and nutrition.

READ MORE

CLIMATE CHANGE: THE IMPACT ON VIRAL
OUTBREAKS
Abbott and CLIMADE will use data science and diagnostic testing to
predict, track and control infectious diseases.

READ MORE

WHAT'S HAPPENING IN THE BRAIN WHEN
YOU'RE RUNNING A MARATHON?
When we put our minds to running a marathon, is there a difference in
the mental determination of marathoners?

READ MORE

THE REVEL IS IN THE DETAILS
FREESTYLE LIBRE 3
This month's focus: Our FreeStyle Libre 3
system. Sometimes, smaller is better. We
designed our FreeStyle Libre 3 system to use 41%
less plastic than FreeStyle Libre 2. As a result, the
sensor shrunk from the size of a quarter to the
size of a penny --  and that's a big win for
sustainability.

ON THE EDGE ... OF YOUR SEAT

The answer: 105 laps (and change) around the inner lane of a standard
running track gets you to marathon distance. If that didn't cause your
brain to cramp, you can dive deeper into the marathon mindset with our
Dr. Beth McQuiston.

READ MORE

A FEW MORE BEFORE WE GO
Follow "The Virus Hunt" on the Front Lines of Pandemic
Surveillance

More Medicare Patients to Receive Coverage for FreeStyle
Libre

FDA Grants Two New Clearances for Centrimag System
Products
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